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THIS IS HO ME Mandy Moore’s Pasadena house 
is a testament to the actress/
singer’s confi dence, warmth, 

and passion for design

TEXT BY 
MAYER RUS
PHOTOGRAPHY BY 
TREVOR TONDRO
STYLED BY 
LAWREN HOWELL

IN THE FRONT ROOM,   
VELVET ARMCHAIRS 
BY MERCER41 AND A 
BENCH BY KENIAN 
SURROUND  ROSE GOLD 
 COCKTAIL TABLES BY  
STATEMENTS BY J. VASE 
FROM HARBINGER; 
LANGLEY STREET FLOOR 
LAMP; BUNGALOW 
ROSE RUG.   FOR DETAILS 
SEE RESOURCES. 
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ven in a town as youth-obsessed 
as Hollywood, a little maturity 
has its own compensations. Just 
ask Mandy Moore. The star of 
the NBC family drama This Is Us 
rose to fame as a singer in 1999, 
at the tender age of 15, with 
her debut single, “Candy.” She 
played her fi rst starring role 
on the big screen in A Walk to 
Remember in 2002. That same 
year Moore bought a “starter” 

home, a fi ve-bedroom Mediterranean-style spread in 
the Los Angeles neighborhood of Los Feliz. “I lived 
there for 15 years, and even though the house went 
through several iterations, it never felt wholly mine,” 
she says. “  I bought it when I was 18. I really didn’t 
know myself, and I never felt secure enough to bring 
a lot of people there.” 

Today Moore is singing an entirely different 
song. She recently wrapped shooting on the third 
season of her smash television show. She’s engaged 
to Taylor Goldsmith of the indie rock band Dawes. 
And the dazzling home she created for herself, her 
future husband, and their dogs, Joni (as in Mitchell) 
and Jackson  , is nothing short of a declaration of 
independence. “This house signifi es the next chapter 
of my life—as an adult, a woman, and a performer. 
I was able to pour all of who I am into making this 
place,” she says proudly.

After searching for nearly a year, Moore and 
Goldsmith found the perfect spot to begin their life 
together, high atop a Pasadena hill, in a classic 1950s 
home with sweeping vistas of the San Gabriel moun-
tains and valley  . The house was designed by Harold B. 
Zook , a notable but lesser-known architect who 
worked with modernist maestro Albert Frey in Palm 
Springs before hanging his shingle in Pasadena.

FROM FAR LEFT 
MOORE IN A JONATHAN 
COHEN DRESS  ; FASHION 
STYLING BY CRISTINA 
EHRLICH. IN THE FAMILY 
ROOM, A CB2 VASE 
ACCENTS A CUSTOM 
TERRAZZO   SHELF BY 
EMILY FARNHAM ARCHI-
TECTURE; VINTAGE 
BENCH IN A FABRICUT 
VELVET. A BRASS 
SUSPENSION LIGHT BY 
LAMBERT & FILS HANGS 
OVER THE KITCHEN 
TABLE; VASES FROM 
HARBINGER.

“This house signifi es the next chapter of my 
life—as an adult, a woman, and a performer.”H
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“We fell in love with the views, the pool, the yard, 
basically the whole energy of the place,” Moore recalls. 

Although the bones of the structure were fairly 
intact, additions and interior emendations imple-
mented in the early 1990s   obscured the structure’s 
spruce modern lines and quintessential midcentury 
vibe. “We wanted to recapture the home’s original 
spirit without delving into a slavish period restora-
tion. We tried to imagine what Zook would have done 
if he were designing it today,” Moore explains. 

To that end, the actress assembled a formidable 
team including architect Emily Farnham, interior 
designer Sarah Sherman Samuel, and Terremoto 
landscape designers, all of whom worked in close 
collaboration from the outset of the project.

“We looked at the house and realized that we 
could bring it back with some basic subtraction, as 
opposed to a complete gut renovation,” Farnham 
says, referring to dated surface treatments, dark oak 
built-ins, and, most signifi cant, a pair of semicircular 
volumes attached to the kitchen and master bath. 
“The rounded forms made no sense with all the taut, 
rectilinear lines. We had to shave those warts off,” 
the architect explains.

With Zook’s original drawings in hand, Farnham 
rebuilt the tiered, streamlined cornice that zigs and 
zags along the roofl ine—a signature detail that had 

LEFT JASPER MORRISON 
COUNTER STOOLS 

FROM DESIGN WITHIN 
REACH  ARE TUCKED 

UNDER THE KITCHEN’S 
CALACATTA-MARBLE 

ISLAND. PENDANTS BY 
CEDAR & MOSS; MARK 

CHURCHILL   VASES 
AND BOWL ; WOLF GAS 

RANGE. OPPOSITE 
ABOVE  THE POOL AREA 

WAS REDESIGNED BY 
TERREMOTO. OPPOSITE 

BELOW  THE FRONT-
ROOM FIREPLACE 

RETAINS ITS ORIGINAL 
COPPER HOOD 

(NOW RESTORED) .
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been replaced at some point with a decidedly less 
elegant alternative. She also restored and updated   
the blond brick walls, fl oors, and fi replace surround, 
as well as the brawny copper fi replace hood that 
separates the living and dining rooms.

Newly installed white terrazzo fl oors provide 
a subtly luminous foundation for the revitalized 
interiors. “Terrazzo is a dying art, costly and labori-
ous, but so worth it,” Moore insists. Like most 
aspects of the renovation, the terrazzo treatments 
were a group effort: Samuel designed the jaunty 
pattern of triangulated brass inlays in the fl oor of 
a   guest bathroom, while Farnham obsessed over 
the specifi c stone aggregate for the hefty fi replace 
ledge in the family room. 

Samuel’s decor is a toothsome olio of vintage 
and contemporary, high and low, feminine and 
masculine. “The interiors don’t feel like they’re lost 
in time. There are plenty of nods to the ’50s, but there 
are also lots of pieces that just read as fresh, organic, 
and modern,” the decorator says. For Moore, the 
look is simply light, bright, and easy. “I don’t have a 
great attachment to material things,” she says. “The 
furniture we chose feels in line with the architecture, 

but there’s nothing so precious that a little wear 
and tear from kids or dogs would be a calamity.”

As for Goldsmith’s contributions to the project, 
Moore claims her fi ancé largely deferred to her 
and the design team: “Taylor was as involved as he 
wanted to be. He had opinions about certain things, 
but his only real demands were for bookshelves—
he’s a voracious reader—and room for a baby grand 
piano and a turntable.” Farnham obliged by convert-
ing the ungainly hallway to the master bedroom into 
a proper library and lounge, with chunky bookshelves 
that appear to be voids carved out of monolithic 
volumes rather than wall-mounted surfaces assem-
bled from a kit of parts. The piano and record player 
have pride of place   in the living room.

Surveying her domain, Moore confesses to having 
become slightly addicted to the design process. “It still 
amazes me. We saw the potential of this house and 
brought it back to life. It’s hard to convey the excite-
ment of working out every detail, from picking slabs 
at the stone yard to fi guring out how many burners we 
wanted for the stove,” she explains. “Once you realize 
that you can actually build your true dream house, it’s 
hard to go back to anything else.” 

ABOVE MOORE, IN AN ULLA JOHNSON DRESS, AND GOLDSMITH WITH DOGS JONI AND JACKSON  IN THE MASTER 
BEDROOM. ABOVE BED, MACRAMÉ ARTWORK BY SALLY ENGLAND; CUSTOM BUILT-IN BED BY SARAH SHERMAN  SAMUEL 
IN A FABRICUT VELVET; BENCH BY KATY SKELTON; LIGHTING BY CEDAR & MOSS.

CLOCKWISE FROM TOP 
LEFT THE MASTER BATH 
FEATURES AN AQUATICA 
FREESTANDING TUB. IN 
ANOTHER BATH, A CUSTOM 
BRASS FLOOR INLAY IS SET 
IN TERRAZZO; VOLAKAS 
MARBLE-TOPPED VANITY. 
A PAIR OF ARMCHAIRS 

BY ANTHROPOLOGIE 
FACE A TABLE BY SARAH 
SHERMAN SAMUEL IN 
THE FAMILY ROOM.

★ EXCLUSIVE VIDEO 
MANDY MOORE AT HOME, 
ARCHDIGEST.COM.


